
(24) EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.

Fig. 10. The radiating tubes about. uniting laterally to

form thu circular tube. The born-like sheath is very

conspicuous.




Fig. K.

Pig. Krepresents fig. 10 in outline. a a middle wall of 1180 disk, In whirls
the rw.tlatlag taboo are hollowed.-b outer wall. -68 outer wall Inverted.

6* edge of the Inversion M.-L. bottom of the hollow formed by the
Invoralon of 61.-. c innermost well, thrown Into proillo by tho projoctinu
of the radiating tubes.- I lioru-Ilk* .beath.- £ dhcrliculi from the
radiating tubes to form the circular tube.

Fig. 11. The circular tube is just. formed by the lateral

junction of the radiating tubes. The tentacles begill
to be prominent.




Fig. L.




Fig. M.

Fig. 31 represents fig. 12 fit outline. This figure is a combination of a pro.
Die and a surface view, the radiating tubes being nearest to the eye. a
outer wail of the disk or pedltci.-.al outer wall of (fit, ten Inch.-P.- at
continuation of a and at along the edge of the disk.-a where al anti

1 meet. -of correspond. to tz, in profile. -a outer wall or the YcU,
hurt, seen in profile, In the distance. - A the point of thu innermost
wall, in profile, which rorvcspoudm to .-ô themiddlewail of usedIsk,or
inner wnil of the petllcei. -65 the same as 6 but nearer the eye, and hot
lowed out by the radiating canal. .-4a inner wail of the proboscIs cantle
units at IS with 6.-ti the middle wall of the ell, continuous with 6.
61 origin of the radiating ana1s 61. L. circular canal.-c the outer and
inneroutlines of the Innermost well.- ii the outer wall of the protioselu
at r continuous with r. - ct the Innermost, wall of the Tell In profile.
c the lame as c4 but nearer theeye. - a the circular tube I'UL crO3l lab.
-1. the born.llko sheath, which completely ineloucu the medusa.

Fig. 13. Shows the tentacles (a) before they are curled

of the disk.

into the cavity of the disk.

Fig. 14. The tentacles highly developed, and curled

inwardly, forcing the transverse veil into the cavity
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Pig. L rvpre.enta fig. U In outline. a & the middle wall, in which the
radiating tube. are hollowed.- a to profile to the piano of the aiij.-..
b auto, wall of the dlak.-b' outer wall at the point of lnrolutlon.-c
c innermost w.il.-1 circular canal. -P junction of the radiating and
irc1ar carsslj.-n the probo.dJ.-o the IncIpient tentacles.

Mg. 12. The circular tube is complete, the transverse
vail is distinctly three walled, and the proboscis is
quite largo, but. it occupies still a comparatively larger
part of the cavity of the body than afterwards, and
is globular.
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Fig. N ropresrot.. fig. 14 in outline. Although the tentacles, am curled
In-wardly.they are shut off from the cavity of Me disk by the veil (1 c)-
a the outer wall. -b the Inner wall of the pos.lIeeI, or middle wall or tbo
disk, and containing the radiating canals.- bI the bulbous cavity of the
tentaclce.-L4 inner wall of the pbozci, continuous with .-c the
innermost wail. -ci outer well of the pruboscLu, continuous with c. - C1
periphery of the TdU(c4).-c point of union of c and 1.-c4 the Tell-
- d the tontaculer bulb. -e the eye4peck. -f the tentacles.-C the
future digestive cavity. -A the horu.ilko sheath.
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